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Workshops 2016
The shortage of software developers with relevant
skills is an acute problem*, especially in South Africa.
The nReality practitioner-mentor lead courses
address this problem by taking practicing software
engineers to the next level. We equip developers with
leading practices, techniques and tools required to
increase their effectiveness in the workplace.
The nReality workshops were born out our personal
experiences in the field and aim to bridge the gap
between theoretical ideals and the complex
endeavour of building great systems in practice.

*ITWeb Business Intelligence

Our material has been proven over the last 5 years and
covers the most important aspects of modern
software engineering. To date we have trained over
250 people in our courses.
We currently offer the following courses:
•
•
•
•
•

Journeyman: Agile software engineering and
architecture
Refactoring: rescuing legacy code
TDD: Test-driven development bootcamp
CD: Continuous delivery and test automation
Story Mapping: Applied product design and
specifications

All our material is fully customisable to directly
address specific problem areas within teams.

Coaches
All of nReality’s coaches have extensive Software Engineering experience which they gained working on
large-scale enterprise and start-up software products. We pride ourselves that our coaches have full
software lifecycle experience and encourage our coaches to use their spare time to keep their technical
skills honed and relevant.

Joshua Lewis
Software Engineering Coach and Senior Associate
Joshua has worked as a software engineer for over 10 years, after receiving his Master of Information
Engineering degree from Wits. He has worked in companies ranging in size from fewer than five people
to thousands, and in varied domains such as personal loans, online gaming and media. Throughout his
career Joshua has taken a leadership role in development teams, with the goal of continuous
improvement.
Most recently, Joshua has focused on coaching individuals, teams and organisations involved in
software engineering on getting better and faster at building software products that delight customers.
Joshua also lectures a post-graduate level software engineering course part-time for Continuing
Professional Development students of the Johannesburg Centre for Software Engineering and Masters
of Engineering students at the University of the Witwatersrand.

Jacques de Vos
Software Engineering Coach and Founder of nReality
With more than 12 years of experience in leading development teams on cutting-edge software
systems, Jacques is driven to build systems, teams and processes that not only address immediate
project needs, but also enable clients to meet their strategic goals.
Most of his professional experience has been in developing crucial font-end applications, specifically in
the financial industries: online trading, online banking, insurance and branch banking.
Lately his focus has been on coaching software engineering teams and businesses of all shapes and
sizes on how to excel at building the right products, well. This touches on a wide variety of areas like
engineering practices, software architecture approach, team culture and processes.

Journeyman: Agile software engineering and architecture
Our flagship 8-day course is an expansive program aimed at providing software engineers with the
knowledge to deliver high quality and sustainable systems by effectively applying modern industry
practices and techniques. We have designed this course to continuously adapt to attendees’ unique
professional experience to maximize the value they get out of the course.
We also offer a number of short courses which is are subsets of this comprehensive program:
Introduction to Emergent Design, Refactoring, Test Automation and TDD, Domain Driven Design, Design
Principles and Patterns, Continuous Delivery.

Learning Objectives:
•
•

Understand and learn to apply the key concepts in practical, modern software engineering - across the software
development life cycle
Learn how practices like iterative development, stories, queue management, cross functional teams, domain driven
design, refactoring, continuous delivery and more all work in unison to solve the challenges of software development

Content covered:
Module 1 (day 1 and 2): Agile software engineering
•
•
•
•
•

Solving complexity with agile principles, lean thinking, flow and queuing
Constructive problem solving with the Spine model: needs -> values -> principles -> practices -> tools
Agile developer principles including "Last responsible moment", "Just barely good enough", YAGNI, DRY and KISS
Practical: Value-Stream mapping
Practical: Thinking up the Spine

Module 2 (day 3 and 4): Analysis and specification: iterative problem solving
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project envisioning and business case – the why comes before the how
Getting a share understanding of requirements through story mapping and domain driven design
Specification first: Test-driven development and behaviour driven development
Quality software: quality attributes and the test pyramid
Practical: design a solution and release plan using user story mapping
Practical: start with specification pair coding exercise

Module 3 (day 5 and 6): Design principles, patterns and practices
•
•
•
•
•

Modelling techniques, Object Oriented Analysis and Design (UML)
Architecture description, trade-offs analysis and reviews
Design principles (Parnas and SOLID), patterns, architecture styles and domain driven design
Practical: Using domain models as collaboration tools
Practical: Architecture kata

Module 4 (day 7 and 8): Deliver and evolve software
•
•
•

Dealing with legacy code and refactoring
Continuous integration (CI) and continuous delivery (CD)
Practical: safely refactoring your design

Format:
•

The course is a combination of classroom-theory sessions, practical exercises and some homework

Intended audience:
•

Developers, Systems analysts, Solutions Architects, and Technical team leads – with professional programming
experience

Evolutionary Design: an introduction to growing software
A 2-day tour of modern software development techniques and how they work together to enable
frequent delivery of valuable product. Underpinning the ability to grow your software system and cater
for changing and emerging requirements without slowing down or affecting business continuity.
Prerequisites
Professional experience as a software developer. Attendees must bring a laptop with dev
environment installed (1 laptop per 2 people is sufficient).
Learn how to
• Deliver and support frequently changing software
• Elicit and frame requirements and specifications for iterative design and delivery
• Design software to cater for perpetual but unpredictable changes in requirements
• Work collaboratively in a team to deliver and maintain software iteratively
• Use modern tools effectively to achieve Continuous Delivery
Course outline
1. Context of Iterative Development and Evolutionary Design
o The need to deliver early and frequently
o Change as a certainty
o The Coffee Machine Problem
o Feedback loops and learning
o Build, Measure, Study, Act
o Agile Software Development
o The complexity of software development
o Iterative vs incremental development
o Perpetually shippable software
2. Requirements and Specification
o Pricing Kata
o Thinking about the problem before the solution
o Story Mapping
o Specification by Example and Executable Specifications
o TDD and BDD
Format
2-day lassroom based course with in-class practical group work. Katas to be completed as
homework / self-study.
Intended audience
Junior to intermediate experience-level developers aiming to deepen their understanding of key
modern software development practices, and how they are interrelated.

Refactoring: rescuing legacy software from impending doom
There used to be a sentiment that "real programmers" only do green-fields projects. Nowadays we
know that's simply not true: rescuing and improving legacy code bases is one of the most important
and hardest tasks we face as software engineers.
This is a 2-day hands-on deliberate practice course, where we will try out various legacy refactoring
techniques. We will have fun trying to revive terrible pieces of code, in a stress-free environment where
failure is the only option.
Learning Objectives:
Learn refactoring and other skills to deal with legacy code and make changes to the system
safer, easier and faster
Pick up general development skills from working with peers
Theory covered:
Refactoring fundamentals – improve design without changing behavior
Refactoring workflows
Tips and tricks to approach refactoring
Practical covered: (majority of course):
Code katas to improve small pieces of code
Safely refactor a small, fully functional program, end-to-end
Format:
This 2-day course is mainly practical exercises in pairs and group coding formats (mobbing), but
also includes a classroom-theory session.
Intended audience:
Developers, Systems analysts, Solutions Architects, and Technical team leads – with professional
programming experience

TDD: Test-driven development boot camp
Test-driven development has become a crucial skill for developers, yet it is proving to be one of the
hardest skills for developers to master.
This is an intensive 2-to-3-day hands-on course to help attendees master TDD. We designed this
course around proven techniques that nReality developed while coaching various software teams to
become proficient in TDD.
Learning Objectives:
Design quality software and evolve the system over time
Simplify programs and reduce unnecessary code dramatically
Prevent code rot, and speed up development over the long run
Create executable specifications resulting in self-documenting code
Theory covered:
Overview of practices and principles
Executable specifications (BDD)
TDD workflow (red-green-refactor)
Stubbing and mocking
Test-smells and common pitfalls
Practical covered: (majority of course)
Group exercises and simulations based on code katas
Group coding simulations (Mob programming)
Format:
This 2-day course is mainly practical exercises in pairs and group coding formats (mobbing), but
also includes a classroom-theory session.
Intended audience:
Developers, Systems analysts, Solutions Architects, and Technical team leads – with professional
programming experience

CD: Continuous delivery and test automation
Delivering quality software, fast has become a competitive business advantage, and the principles and
practices of Continuous Delivery is key to achieving this. At it’s core, Continuous Delivery is about
creating an integrated, automated delivery pipeline, where the disciplines of development, testing and
operations work hand-in-hand. A big part of attaining this is automating the testing required at each
step.
This is an intensive 2-to-3-day hands-on course to help attendees apply test automation in the context
of a continuous delivery pipeline.
Learning Objectives:
Learn how source control, build, infrastructure, and test scripts work together to provide fast
feedback and speed up delivery in a safe way.
Get exposure to automating system testing using the same toolset as development team – as
opposed to the traditional separation of test team and infrastructure.
Learn the integrated role that test automation plays in a continuously delivering team.
Theory covered:
Principles of Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery
The Test Pyramid
Unit and System testing
Practical covered: (majority of course)
Group exercises and simulations based on code katas
Group coding simulations (Mob programming)
Format:
This 2-to-3-day course is mainly practical exercises in pairs and group coding formats (mobbing),
but also includes a classroom-theory session.
Intended audience:
Developers and test automation specialists

Story Mapping: Applied product design and specification
Building the right thing is arguably the hardest problem in software. Over the last 15 years the industry
has learnt that to tackle this problem: we have to collaborate and apply all the minds of the people in the
value chain.
This 1-day course helps teams do effective requirements analysis by applying proven, modern
techniques.
Learning Objectives:
Acquire modern skills and techniques to define software solutions for business problems
Learn how to get to a shared understanding of requirements – a crucial ingredient for successful
software projects
Learn how to engage all team members to define the best, most cost effective solution
Theory covered:
Overview of practices, principles and common pitfalls
Story mapping
Expressing business value
Executable specifications
Minimising defects and change
Practical covered:
Group exercises and simulations using katas (example real-world problems)
Intended audience:
All role players, including product owner, ScrumMaster, developer, tester, manager - even users
Format:
The course is a combination of classroom-theory sessions and practical exercises

